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Abstract. The combination of the potentialities of the interactive technologies, like exergames and the emerging motion capture devices with
the ability of 3D virtual worlds for socialisation and context, can produce
a platform to promote the physical activity of its users, which leverages
its potential. The OnlineGym is an exploratory project based on an online 3D virtual worlds platform that allows users to interact with the
system through the use of a motion capture device. This paper discusses
the chosen technological approaches and the preliminary results of the
experiments performed with users.
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1

Introduction

Seniors commonly lack physical ﬁtness and often suﬀer from severe mobility
problems. Despite the lack of motivation for physical activities[3], general guidelines suggest exercising programs for elderly to strengthen muscles, balance,
endurance and mobility[10].
The OnlineGym is an exploratory project based on an online 3D virtual worlds
platform that allows users to interact with the system through the use of a motion
capture device such as Microsoft Kinect. It aims to create an “online gymnasium”: a virtual three-dimensional space where diﬀerent users, physically apart,
attend a shared workout session coached by a monitor, all of them connected over
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the Internet and represented by avatars directly animated by the movement captured on the Kinect devices connected to each personal computer. This scenario
provides the experience of a joint participation in a group gymnastics session.
The project is targeted at the elderly, who may not be able to participate in
regular training sessions outside their homes, when living in lower-density areas
or complex urban neighbourhoods, since that may require expensive or troublesome travel. It is hard to motivate oneself to exercise regularly alone at home[3],
so exergames may help to motivate the elderly to exercise more, providing social
interactions with online technologies[3,4].
This paper discusses the approaches that have been chosen to fulﬁl the project
requirements and the preliminary results of the experiments performed with users.
In the following section the background for the project is presented followed by a
brief presentation of the technological platform. The preliminary experiments and
results are discussed in section 4 and the paper end with some ﬁnal remarks.

2

Background

In recent years, with the development of virtual reality and tracking technologies
a new generation of games has risen: exergames. Such games focus on the development/leverage of the sensory and motor skills of the players, thanks to the
possibility of perceptual emulation[5]. Research shows that exergames can have
a positive eﬀect on users health[10]. However, the motivation of the elderly for
the games is closely related to the social factor[3]. Despite the proven potential
at the interaction level, impact and visibility levels of exergames, some studies
underline the need to strength the social aspects[6]. The elderly have been exposed to numerous technological changes, having telecommunications and Web
brought a shift in their everyday life[1]. This change of interaction, socialisation
and communication[2] facilitated connections with family and friends[1] keeping
them socially connected and informed[8].
Virtual worlds environments are digital representations of real or imaginary
scenarios that intend to simulate reality or compliment it and enable multiple
users to be present and communicate with each other[7]. These 3D platforms,
which are multi-user, collaborative, and shared virtual environments, can bring
the users’ experiences to a higher level and bring the being their presence[9].
Morgado et al.[7] put forward the possibility of using these online multiuser
spaces becoming the place of real activities, not just simulated ones.

3

OnlineGym Platform

The OnlineGym platform is a prototype of an innovative online 3D service, which
aims to contribute to the physical and mental well-being of the elderly, based on
ﬁtness group activities, where the motor skills and socialisation have essential
roles. Its implementation is based on a client-server architecture through which
current motion capture technologies allow the elderly to participate in group
ﬁtness sessions.
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The objectives of the OnlineGym technological platform are: G1) representation of the avatars 3D movements (puppeteering); G2) remote transmission of
animation control for visualisation of the entire group of gymnasts in a shared
space; and G3) synchronisation of movements performed by the various participants in order to minimize the eﬀects of communication latency. The achievement
of this objectives led to the deﬁnition of an architecture with two servers: virtual
worlds server and a movements’ server. Three platforms that allow interaction
within 3D virtual worlds using Kinect-based mocap technology were analysed:
FAAST, RINIONS, NUILIB. The RINIONS platform was selected due to its capacity of reproduction of free movements, which ensures the required ﬂexibility
to the development. Achieving the objectives G2 and G3 went through adapting
the RINIONS platform, jointly with its authors, to support the transmission of
gestures. Management modules were also included to support the synchronisation of gestures transmission and minimise the eﬀects of communication latency.
The OnlineGym platform was used to develop a set of experiments with users
in order to technically evaluate the implemented features and impacts on the
acceptance and adequacy of prototype for the users.

4

User Experiments

Experiments for technical evaluation of the OnlineGym platform were held during the development of the prototype and were made locally between the development team of the system, as well as remotely, between the various institutions
involved in the project.
A pre-test with a restricted set of users was conducted to understand the
degree of acceptance and suitability of the prototype. The results can not be
generalised to the general population. However the given indicative data provided
a more descriptive and qualitative guidance for future developments. The test
was conducted with four participants and a personal trainer, all of which were
accompanied by a staﬀ member. Participants voluntarily joined the study, by
invitation, and were separated geographically.
The pre-test provided important information regarding the acceptance of the
OnlineGym and warned of some aspects that must be taken into account in
future development, among which we highlight: the diﬃculty of the elderly to
follow the guidelines given by personal trainer because of the speed of execution
of instructions and exercises; the sound quality; the need for increased interactions and use of praise; and the accuracy of the system and the possibility of
correcting the positions of the elderly in exercises. Despite the setbacks noted,
participants revealed spontaneous readiness to return to use the platform which
allows understanding their satisfaction with the experience carried out.

5

Final Remarks

In this paper a platform for exergames, based on virtual worlds technology, which
allows natural interactions using the Microsoft Kinect motion sensor was presented. The evaluation carried out in a pre-test with users revealed the interest
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and importance of this project, given the positive evaluation of the participants,
who were keen to re-use the system.
The preliminary study reveals the need for its continuity and suggests a longitudinal research, with a duration of at least three months, including a group
of elderly, physical exercises, interviews and participatory observations, a significant sample of the population, extending the review to eﬀects produced in the
aspects of physical and psychological well-being.
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